
 
 
 
 
 

PROBA SCRISĂ DE VERIFICARE A CUNOŞTINŢELOR DE LIMBA ENGLEZĂ 

PENTRU ADMITERE ÎN CLASA A IX-A CU PROGRAM INTENSIV 

SESIUNEA 2024 

I. Choose the  correct form of the verbs in italics: (20 points) 

Dear Mark, 

How’s your summer going? I 1)…am having/was having………….a great time here in Bali, Indonesia. We 
2)……are staying/have been staying...... in an amazing beach hut. The weather is wonderful – it’s hot and 
sunny every day. 

We 3)…spent/spend .....our first two days sunbathing and snorkelling and I even 4)…tried/had 
tried…surfing for the first time! While I 5)...rode/was riding…… the waves, it was a bit scary, but a lot of 
fun. 6)Have you ever felt/ Did you ever feel… that way? Later today, we 7) ate/are going to eat…  at a 
restaurant in the mountains. I think it 8)…is/ will be………fantastic! 

Tomorrow, we 9)…go/will go……on a mountain bike tour through the Balinese countryside. We 10)are 
going to ride/will have been ridden… past rice fields and visit some traditional villages. I can’t wait! 

Well, I’m off now. See you next week! 

Love, 

Clara 

II. Use the words in capitals at the end of each of the following sentences in order to 

form a new word that fits suitably in the blank space: (20 points) 

1. The oil spill caused enormous ………………..damage to the area. ENVIRONMENT 

2. The chemistry exam was ………………easy. SURPRISE 

3. The witness gave a detailed …………….of the burglars. DESCRIBE 

4. It’s rude to constantly …………………other people’s work. CRITIC 

5. It’s …………………to tell the twins apart, as they are completely identical. POSSIBLE 

6. Gregory decided to ………………his name to ‘Greg’. SHORT 

7. The locals claim that the factory will …………many species of local wildlife. DANGER 

8. I have no ………………of changing my holiday plans. INTEND 

9. Some wild mushrooms are ……………….. . POISON 

10. You should drive more ……………… . CARE 



 
 
 
 
III. Choose the correct word or phrase underlined in each sentence: (20 points) 

1. How long ago / How long have you had your car? 

2. She called me as soon as / until she got back. 

3. We usually go to the city centre by bus / the bus. 

4. We took our umbrellas so that / in case it rained. 

5. They opened the window to / for let in some fresh air. 

6. You don’t have to / might not take any money with you because entrance is free. 

7. My grandfather is perfectly capable at / of looking after himself. 

8. Alice couldn’t fix the dishwasher by herself, so / as she called a repairman. 

9. I saw a man walking from / towards me smiling, but I didn’t recognise him. 

10. The thieves had escaped by the time / by the police arrived.  

TOATE SUBIECTELE SUNT OBLIGATORII 

TIMP DE LUCRU: 60 minute 

INDICAȚII DE PREZENTARE A RĂSPUNSURILOR PE FOAIA DE EXAMEN: 

SUBIECTUL I - Veți scrie pe foaia de examen numărul din paranteză al verbului și 

forma lui corectă. 

SUBIECTUL II - Veți scrie pe foaia de examen doar forma corectă a cuvântului scris 

cu majuscule 

SUBIECTUL III- Veți scrie pe foaia de examen doar forma corectă a cuvântului/ 

expresiei subliniat/. 

 

 

BAREM 

SUBIECTUL I - 20 points (2 point each) 

1. am having 2. are staying 3. spent 4. tried 5. was riding 6. Have you ever felt 

7. are eating/are going to eat 8. will be 9. are going 10. are going to ride 

 

SUBIECTUL II- 20 points (2 point each) 



 
 
 
 
1. ENVIRONMENTAL 

2. SURPRISINGLY 

3. DESCRIPTION 

4. CRITICISE 

5. IMPOSSIBLE 

6. SHORTEN 

7. ENDANGER 

8. INTENTION 

9. POISONOUS 

10. CAREFULLY 

 

SUBIECTUL III- 20 points (2 point each) 

1. How long 2. as soon as 3. bus 4. in case 5. to 6. don’t have to 7. of 8. so 

9. towards 10. by the time 

 

10 puncte din oficiu 

 

 


